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Murray High Band
Loses 10 Members
In Senior Class
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gillren members of the Murray
High School band including the
drum major and two majorettes,
gave their last marching performance at the Thanksgiving Day
game at the high school stadium
yesterday.
We are certainly sorry to lose
these outstanding members °rola
band." said Miss Itittry Elizabeth
Roberts, music director at the high
school. and find it difficult to
express our appreciation for the
fine performances they have given."
The
members of
the
music
organization who will graduate in
the spring are: Jerry Williams,
drum major; Betty Lou Beach,
majorette; Jo Anne St. John.
majorette; Ronald Churchill, trombone; Maurice Crass. drums: Joe
Blalock, bass horn: Thomas Edd
Adams, saxaphone; Tommy Parker.
cornet; . Bobby Hutchins. cornet;
and Don McDougal. clarinet.
•
During
half-time
the
period
yesterday the band gave one of
its finest performances of the
year.

Artificial Breeding Co-op
Incorporates At Meeting
Directors Are
Chosen From
Two Counties

MURRAY POPULATION - 5187

Vol. XIX; No. 141

Tigers Upset Memphis C.B.0 "A In
Season's Finale On High -",1 Grid

West Ky. Electric
Company Moves To
' New Location

Rowlett Blocks Memphis
• Kick For
Extra Point To Keep Murray In Lead

.d out of founces to the CBC 22.
Strickland went to the 23 and
Coleman to the 27.. Al Bernstein
was caught on a lateral play on his
By DON BRUMBAUGH
caught the pass. fumbled it, recov- own 20 by Bill Rowlett. Bernstein
The West Kentucky Electric
The Marrshall-Calloway Artificial
ered the fumble, and was trapped punted to the Murray 36 on the
Company has moved from its old
Bill Rowlett and a ereat Murray
Breeding Cooperative met at Haron the .I6-yard line for a 23-yard next play with Jeffrey returning
location on North •Fourth street to
team today upset Christian Brodin, Wednesday night, November
loss. It appeared that the pass to the punt to the CRC- 47,
a -focatiorr -directly- -atrosi [h
- street,
thers College of Yemphis as he
28. for an organizational meeting
"Gook" Miller went to the 43,
Strickland behind the line was part
in the building recently vacated
blocked the extra point following
with 75 dairymen present.
of a play that would have "seen Stewart failed to gain and then
by the Crass Furniture company.
touchdown
a
as
Murray
won
the
Articles of incorporation were
Strickland toss the ball down the passed to Miller for a one-yard
The firm is owned and operated
Turkey-Day affair 7-6.
adopted and COUr directors were
field as two CBC men were in the gain to the,42. Jeffrey punted out
by Robert Williams, Tommie HowMurray was behind in all sides open. The rushing
elected from Calloway County and
of Murray's line of bounds on the CRC 17. Strickard. and Carrol Farmer.
of the statistical sneet es:cept that ruined the
three from Marshall County. Those
land carried the ball to the 23. Pat
play.
Williams said
that
plans
are
from Calloway are E. B. Howton,
one that eounted most points scorWith a third down coming up Coleman.went to the 30. Strickland
made to remodel the interior of the
Murray. Cohen Stubblefield, Route
ed, and played great defensive ball
to the '32. Coleman then fumbled
building to make it more suitable
5, Murray. Elvis Dick, Route 1,
when in trouble. Senior guard Bill and 31 yards to go Mack Warren and Eddie Wilson recovered on the
for their business.
Dexter, L.
Rowle.t. played his top-noteh game tried to pass but Eli Alexander in- 32.
A.
Rowland, Lynn
The firm specializes in the instalGrove; from Marshall were Renand tore through the CBC. line sev- tercepted the pass
Miller and Stewart failed to gain.
intended
for
lation of electric heating units for
toe Rudolph. Calvert City, J. M.
eral times to knock d.mvn the ball
homes and businesses
Moffett pn the 16. The half ended Miller went to the 26. Jeffrey lost
Solomon, Calvert City. Draffen
carrier. The Murray line from end
4 on a reverse play. CBC took
with Murray again in scoring terSchmidt, Calvert City.
to end was great.
over.
ritory
the
and
score
7-0
for MurIn a director's meeting immediWith one minute to go CBC took
The defensive play of Eli Alexray.
ately following ths organizational
ander stood out as the big end pullto the air. Warren intended to hit
.Bill
Rowlett kicked off to the
meeting Draffen Schmidt was eleced down three touchdown headed
Barnes but failed. Warren made
FOR SIZE - Seven-year-old Charlie Pongracz,
CBC 23-yard line where the ball
ted- president, EMS Dick, vice-presone of the
good his attempt to Barnes the
passes.
Alexander ccught two
Akron, Ohio, city school system's more active artisti,
went out of bounds with CRC getident, E. B. Howton, state director
knows
passes.
and the next play carried for 26
ting the oval on the 40
the value of working with a live model. This
.
.'
to represent the local cooperative
sketch of sixAl Bernstein. the great CBC bark.
yards to the Murray 44.
Al Bernstein went to the 46. CRC
year-old Cathy Ann Conway will, when completed
in the Kentucky Artificial Breedran through the Islurrsy line sevMack Warren .hit. Moffett for 19
, be part of
lost
5
yards
for
offside
and
then
ing •Association
a
collection he will enter in a nation-wide art
FRANKFORT. Ky., Nov. 26yards on the Murra+
eral times and punted the team out
contest for
e next
Bernstein
went
to
the
47
and
50
in pass intended
Officials of the Cooperative indi- Plans for .building the Kentucky
school children.
of danger several times. Don
for
t' Was intwo
plays
Mack
Warren complet- complete.
cated that arrangements. are being Traffic Safety Organization into
Strickland put on a last half rushWarren th
hit Stricked an 11 -yard pass to Dan Moffett
for a trained technician and a permanent .safety - promotion
Dad's Night was obser‘ed Thursland for 6 yards to the 13. CRC
ing attack that kept Murray guesson
the 39.
day night. November 20, by the expressed the hope that the associ- agency under the supervision of a
took a 5-yard pentalty for holding
ing as Mack Warren completed sevStrickland went to the 37 and
riazel P.T A. The Dads were resixer ation could begin its breeding ope- paid executive director were diseral passes.
to the 18 as the seconds ticked away.
then
the
29.
He
rations
then
went
in
early
to
the
January.
cussed
here
today
at
a meeting of
sable for the evening's entertainOn the last play of the game
The greatest series of play came
21 on an 8-yard gain. Mack Warthe organization's Executive Board.
ment, thereby giving the ladies a
Mack Warren tried to hit Tommy
ill the last minute of play is Warren
ren's
pass
intended
Dan
for
MofState
Highway Commissioner J.
great treat.
Barnes but three Murray backfield
completed three of five pas.ses for
felt was intercepted by Eli AlexStephen Wat k in s. organization
The program committee was as
men broke up the play as a great
a total gain of 52 yards that took
ander
the
on
13.
president, told the board members
follows: ‘Ftaymon
Rayburn. Pat
20. CBC team hurt by injuries went
the CBC team from their own 30
Stewart picked up 7 to the
an "initial starting budget of at
Thompson, 0. B. 'rurnbow, J. L.
down to defeat before a gallant
to the Murray 13 where a 5-yard
umber Less Than
Stewart
to the 2,3. Miller to the 27. •
least $10,000" must tje raised if the
Suicide was attempt
Hill, J. R. HernirIg_i_a_V'Ites_Tarker.oN_
Murray _Hit% squad
gain. Stewartl The game
KTS0 is to carry out its plans for
Zacks Holmes, and Aubrey Steely
o'clock this morning by W. D 18 as the game ended.
was one of the best
then punted to the CBC 44 out of
reducing the current slaughter on
J. R. Taylor was Master of Cereseen on the local field this year
The game opened with Don
Spann. 53. a farmer livirg near
bounds.
Kentucky's highways.
monies.
and CBC will be wel omed back
By United Press
Taglor's Store on West Highway, Strickland kickass off to the MurAl Bernstein gained 3 to the 47
"We must provide for a full-time
The program opened with the
any time they are read to come.
ray 17 where-Chad Stewart nickel
and
,
director,"
Strickland
went
according
.Mr.
to
the
to
Murray
Watkins
the
said.
family.
assembly singing 'My Old Ken"A
The number ofe, persons meeting
The coaching staff, school °Mcup the ball and returned it to the
man of enthusiasm and energy
43. Strickland went to the 40
tucky Home.- led by Cy Miller accidental
Members of the family reported 36. Stewart got to the 39,
deaths
during
the
players
yus ataanldt tf
larne
ns were
Miller Strickland fumbled and
with
a
vital
interest
in promoting
with Mrs Bob Gass at the piano.
recovered ials
week-end mounted
po1;t aannd
d tco
thg$ Spann left his bed Is get a to the 43. Stewart to the 46. Jeffrey
heurpteo
la
highway
the
ball
safety"
on
the next play for a 3Re said funds
The Good Will quartette sang close to 100 today but the national
help we received in the press box
The annual ceremony for presen- drink of water. After getting the to the 40, St*Wart lest 3. and then yard gain to the 37.
three numbers accompanied by Safety Council predicted that the also were needed to provide permonly helped to increase the manner
punted to the CrC 17 where Eli
tation
of
the
cub
chatter
will
oe
drink, he went into the living room,
Strickland took the ball for the
Mrs. Bert Taylor. Mrs CLate Pas- total for the entire holiday would anent headquarters here for the
in which CBC wasted to help Ty
Alexander downed the ball.
held in the WOW hall' tonight at
fourth time and went to the 28 for
rhall president of the P T.A spoke be less tha4 for a normal Thurs- Organization.
picked up a 16 guage shot gun, held
Holland give the fans a
Al Bernstein carried the pigskin
better
7:00
o'clock.
The KTSO was organized last
a total of 19 yards and two first
words of appreciation and thanks day-through-Sunday period.
Thanksgiving
Day
game.
The
Parent Teachers Association, it against his left temple and pull- to the 18, said then the 27. Athol& downs.
Mack
to each person who had assisted
Warren
fumbled
Reporte shawed that at 6 a.m. June at a state-wide safety confesron
sportsmanship of- CBC was outsponsors of cub pack No. 45 ed the trigger, accordihg to the took it to the 23, and on the next the next
her in any way towards success today, 72 persons had died in traf- ence called by Governor Simeon
play
with
Joe
Baker
restanding.
play fumbled and recovered
will receive the cherter from Car- family.
his
thus far. Charlie Denham sang two fic accidents and 23 in miscellane- Willis in line with a national highKis wife heard the stikt and rush- own bingle with a 2-yard less. Pat covering for Murray on the 31.
ney Hendon, Cub Commissioner,'
Chad
numbers with Mrs. Gass accom- ous mishaps'for a total of 95 deaths. way safety promotion drive. At
Stewart
Lineups:
went off right
After the program. Cnbmastsr ed to the scene. She listed that Coleman went to the 30 and Murpanying him. Two contests' be- Thirteen others were killed in an that time no specific provision was
tackle for 5 yards to the 36 and
the
door
to
living
the
room
was
ray
Ottis
received a 5-yard nuiPity for
Valentine will present memPos.
Memphis
tween the mothers and dads ,ere airplane crash but this was not made for operating funds.
closed and discovered that her hus- offisde Al Bernstein then punted CBC lost 5 yards for having 12
_The board members discussed a bership cards to the new cubs.
enjoyed.
men on the field to the 40. Miller Crass
considered directly related to the
band
had
fallen
against
the door. to the Murray 28 and Gl- r Jeffrey
LE
Barnett
means of insuring a permanent Both old and new cubs are invited
The' mothers as usual were vic- holiday. '
failed to gain and Stewart passed Wilson
By that time other members of the returned the ball to the 30
IC)
LT
to the meeting, he said.
Pittman
torious in the feather and balleion
incomplete
Stewart
The Safety Council said its pre- status for the KTSO by naming as
As
tried
to
household
were
roused and assisted
Grant
LG
Stewart went to the 36. Miller to
The committee is composed of
McCall
contest. The dads divided them- diction of a lower-than -normal ex-officio members the Governor.
punt out of danger Fred Frantini Raker
L. H Vaughn, Claude Miller, and her in pushing the door open.. The the 38, and George Allbritter sneakQuesnal
blocked
selves into __banns as_ ."lists" and _death .rate was based on the fact the State Superintendent of Public
his
punt
arid
victim was rushed to the Hooston- ed to the 42. Stewart
Tommy Rowlett
RG
Shelby Hadden.
Martin
to Jeffrey Barnes picked
"leans" snd played a very amusing that people stay home over Thanks- Instruction,' Highway Commissionup Use loose pill and H Smith
Den mothers are
RT
was good for 1 yard. Miller picked
Armistead
Mrs. L. H. McDevitt Clinic.
game of basketball. To the amaze- giving, reducing the number of cars er. Commissioner of Revenue, Comgot
to
the
20 before he was downed. Alexander
Examination revealed that the up 5 to the 48.
RE
Moffett IC)
Jeffrey lost a yard.
missioner. of Agriculture. Commis- Vaughn. Mrs J. P. King. Mrs
ment of all, the "fats" won.
on highways.
Don Strickland went to the 5. Al Allbritten
Nix Crawford, Mrs. Glenn Charles, left 'frontal lobe was gone and two and Stewart punted to the CBC
QB
Warren
sioner
of
Motor
Transportat
ion
The refreshment committee conand
New York led all states with 18
Bernstein to the 11. and Pat Cole- Stewart
Mrs. Claude Miller. and Mrs. inches of the skull bone had been Bernstein returned the tmket to
LH
Coleman
General.
sisted of the following: Bob Gass. deaths. Illinois had 12. Indiana Attorney
man to the 3. Pat Coleman then Jeffrey
blown
off.
•
Dr.
Robert
.
Hahs,
phyMaurice
Crass.
the 29 where Alexander made a
Strickland
RH
-This is a citizens' organizatioA
Lester Wilson. J. R. Miler. Elmer 11. Ohio 9 and Washington State 8.
took the ball over to pay dirt. It Miller
John H. Trotter and Nix Craw- sician in charge, stated this after- great tackle.
FR
Bernstein
Jones, James Lattimer. Crawford
A Charles City, Is., housewife but it must have the support of the ford are
was
at
this
point
noon
that
that
Bill
there
is
a
Rowlett
25
per
cent
:issistant cubmasters.
Scoring - Touchdowns: Murray,
Bernstein then took the p• ill to
Ray. Jesse Steely, and Julian May- was* - killed when her husband. state government," Mr. Watkins
broke through the CBC line and Alexander
chance for recovery.
CBC: Coleman. Extra
the Murray 45 on a 26-yard run
er. Doughnuts, coffee and punch Charles Lessm, was examining the said.
blocked Don Strickland's attempt- , pointsMembers of the family reported
I pieceMurray: Jeffrey
down the sidelines Coleman tore
As a means of promoting highwere served and er,joyed by all.
gun while his wife prepared the
ed extra point.
that Spann suffered a nervous col• men°.
through center to the 42 and Ralph
way safety the KTSO will stress
Thanksgiving dinner.
Don Strickland kicked off to the Murray
lapse Tuesday. He has been subArtiola tore off 20 yards to the
0 7 0 0-7
for school-age
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Four members of the State The- safety education
Murray 41 where Johnny Downs i
ject to a nerve condition at interMemphis CBC
0 0 6 0-6
Murray 22 as the quarter ended.
John Workman and Sue and Bob- ater Players of the Pasadena Play- drivers.
fell on the ball. Chad Stewart went
vals for a number of years, they
KTSO Secretary Sheridan
CBC was penabzed 15 s-ards for
by on Thanksgiving were Mr and house were hurt criticall, when
said.
to the 45 and Murray loet 5 yards
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Lancaster,
holding to the 37 Coleman gut
Mrs 0. S Jones. Mr and Mrs Ray their sedan left ti.e road, rolled Barnes. Elizabethtown
insurance
W. D. Spann, son of Thompson
for backfield in motion. Miller got 1Florence,
Ala . will speriti the
to the 33 Warren was caamht in a
Ross and. Sandra and Mr and Mrs. down a 30-foot embankment and salesman, said the Association of
to the 44. Stewart to Jeffrey was 'Thanksgiving
The Crass Furniture Company is Spann, is the father of two chil- pass
ho4lays with her
Casualty and
attempt and last 11
Surety Companies
J H. Burkeen.
yards. good for 9 yards
overturned in a dry river bed.
dren;
a
daughter,
Mrs.
Banta*
now
_ -to
open
the
for
CBC
business
47. parents. Mr. ;ma. Mrs. Prentiss
in their new
wits sponsoring a safety education
Warren's next pass attempt was
Hicks;
and
a
son.
Stewart
Enoch,
*ern
age
location
12.
to
the
43
ori the corner of Maple and
and Miller Holland and family and his parents
drive. Barnes told the group the
Both reside at home wKh their pa- intercepted by Alexander on the to the 41. Stewart'a pass to '-Miller Mr.
and Mrs.. William 'Lancaster
insurance organlzation had helped Third streets, according to Maurice
CBC 46. Glinn Jeffrey went to the
rents
was
incomplete
Glm Jeffry punt- I and his family.
Pike county to establish a sal%ty- Crass, owner and managec.
39. Stewart to the 32. Miller the
The firm first opened husines.s
driving prokiam fai every school in
30. and Jeffrey 19 the '28 A Stewan the basement of the Ford Motor
the county.
art to Jeffrey pass was good for 7
Company in 1932. In 1935 the busiyards on the 21 Jeffrey lost 4
ness opened in the recently vacated
yards on a reverse play. Stewart
building, retaining the old location
failed in an attempt ta hit Alexa second hand furniture store.
Murray
CRC
ander on the next three plays.
.. Hardin Crass has been with the
First Downs
12 CBC took over and lost 3 yards on
company for 12 years as salesman 9
Yards Gained Rushing
195 an offside penalty on the first
arid assistant. A. G. Walton has-- 106
Yards Lost Rushing
11 play. Coleman got to the 22. Artibeen with the firm for 12 years as 14
Net Yards Rushing
184 ola to the 21 as he lost a yard, Arsalesman, and Henry Lamb has 92
Passes Attempted
12 tiola again lost 1 yard as the
Alber I Joness73, died at his home been employed for four years as 12
Murray line held Bernstein puntPasses Completed
in Cunningham. ICUs,- Saturday, manager of the second hand furni- 6
• O
Own Passes Intercepted
3 ed to the Murray 43 where Pittman
November 22 Death was attribut- ture department.
s
Yards Gained Passing
Crass says that he intends to 39
85 downed the ball.
ed to complications after a lengthy
Jeffrey went to the 46 on the
Yards Lost Passing
maintain the second hand depart- O
34
ill ness
Net Gained Passing
51 next play, Stewart to the 48. StewHe leaves his wife, Mrs. Albert ment in. the basement of the new 39
Yards Gained
280 art to Alexander incomplete. and
Jones; twes-sons, A. B. and W. G. building. His future plans call for 145
Yards Lost
45 Jeffrey attempted to punt but fums
Janes, of Pratt and Cunningham, a service man to service refrigera- 14
131
Net Yards Gained
235 bled and recovered the ball with a
Kans.; two • sisters, Miss Myrtle tors and other appliances.
"I wish to thank the people of 210
Punt Average
39.3 2 yard loss and the ball went over
Jones of Calloway County, Mrs.
Punt Returns
1 to CRC CRC again lost 5 yards
Eunas May Sims of Kenton. La. the city and county," he said "to?,•19
Kickoff Average
three brothers, John E. and J. R. the fine support they have given 23
26 on an offside play_ Bernstein took
Fumble
6 the oval to the 47 a she lost a yard
Jones of Calloway County, and me through the years. We feel 1
Recovered
Charlie Jones of Graves County. that our move will help us to serve 4
3 and fumbled with Eddie Wilson re!
Own Punts Blocked
Albert Jones was a member of the you better". se 4017 - •
0 covering
The company, will maintain a O
Stewart picked up II yards to
Own Extra Points Blocked
I
Christian Church. Funeral services
were held Monday in the Chapel' priVate parking 'lot for customers 0 Yards Gained With Blocked 20 the 36 and then tossed a pass good
for 11 yards to Alexander on the
of a funeral director in Kineim, with an entrance on Third :Ind one
Punt
Penalties
10
Kans Burial was in the Kingim on Maple.
45 25. Stewart then tossed a 15-yard
pass to Alexander on the 10 with
cemetary.
Alexander out running three
Albert Jones formerly was a
tacklers to the touchdown. Glin
resident of Calloway County, but
LAKE
Jeffrey then kicked the extra point
moved away from here about 20
Inflow Discharge Elevation
that was to be the margin of vicyears ago
November 26
65.3
480
354 5
tory.
November 27
528
480
Bill Rowlett kicked off to the
354 7
Miss Rachel Rowland. home demNovember 28
52.8
48.0
354 8 4 CRC 31 where Tommy Barnes took
onstration agent. and Miss Martha
PLENTY OF FOOT WARMERS-There'll be no cold feet in
the ball and returned it to the 37
Reported River Elevations and Rainfall:
Rowland, student of Murray State
MAN-SIZED TROPHY - Doris Hart, who defeated U. S
America this winter, according to Dorothy Eckard of B F.
&rec. took a 5-yard penalty
for
Kentucky
1.ake,
Teachers
November
College, are 'spending the
countrywoman Patricia Canning Todd in the finals of the
26
Goodrich, who is up to her ears in hot-water bottles. Mighty
,
backfield in motion to the 32 War- '
Thanksgiving holidays with their
Argentine women's tennis championship, held In Buenos
scarce during4-the war, this mountainous pile of heaterChange 8 am. Rainfall
ren completed a pass to Dan Mofparents. Mr and Mrs. Dewitt RowInflow
Aires, holds the trophy she won, the "Cope de la Nacion'
DIsshargit Elevation
24 Hrs. 24 Hrs. Mo. to Date fett on the 39 Mack Warren then
uppers indicates we should have no fear of the wintry
land of near Owensboro.
41,000
48.1100
354 08
-017
4112
tossed the pill to Strickland who I
season a-comin' in.

Highway Safety
Is Planned For
Kentucky

Hazel P.T.A.
Observes Dad's
Night At School
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Suicide Is Attempted This
Morning By Local Farmer

Holiday Deaths
N
ormal Week-end

-Cub litovititTo
Receive Charter at
Ceremony Tonight

Thanksgiving
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Crass Furniture Co.
Moves To New Store
On Third And Maple

•

Statistics

Former Resident
Of County Dies
In Kansas Home

Predicted River Flows and Elevations
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Otrrlan Receives Lump Of Coal To Heat
One-Brick Dwelling Sent Him Last Week
REDLRI( K
0111:SIAN
Orited Pre., Statf Correspondent
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WE SELL
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RUBBER STAMPS
OFFICIAL WEDDING PICTURE—Their Royal Highnesses, Princess Elizabeth, Duchess of
Edinburgh. and Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, pose for their official wedding picture
at Buckingham Palace after their marriage on Nov. 20. Shown in fine detail is the royal
bride's fabulous gown, a gleaming satin creation lavishly embroidered .with glittering
crystals and seed pearls.
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In Which Group he You...

1

--GROITP-17 -or —
By

KIRK

re.

P00I.

•

•

Men who intend to build
old-age security for themselves, and to protect
their families from wont,
should they become disabled or die, but keep
putting off doing anything about it.

aft5UP II?

Men who have quit worrying about what the future
has in store for them because they know they and
,their loved ones are protected by ample life insurance, no matter what may
happen to them.

•

To loin Group 11, do as members of the Woodmen of
the World are doing—build future security for yourself and your loved ones by monthly, quarterly, semiannual or annual payments on safe. sound. legal
reserve Woodmen life insurance protection. Enjoy,
too, the "plus" benefits of Woodcraft's fraternal and
social activities.

Ce

Wh3n We Walk Wiji Gcd

T

WOODMEN of th, WORLD,
Life Insurance Society

KENTUCKY ON THE MARCH

WHt.ii POWER FAILS
KOHLER ELECTRIC PUNTS
Provide D•pende boa Automatic
Emergency Service For:
1 Hospltilia
fur Departments r
Hatcheries
Greenhouses
Large Farms
Municipalities
Police •ria Commercial Radio Sta.
Industriai and Commercial UsesNOLTKAMP ELECTRIC SERVICE
CENTRALIA 11.1.1-.
PHONE EMS
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My Helper

of John In Sunday's lesson—words
that remind as again and again
that God is lose, that we love him
be. ause he first los ed us. that
when we love him we .are made
strong in serving him, the clearer
we come to understand the incident in 4115 4:1-13. when, Peter
and John stood I's!ls before the
Sanhedrin. impressing the court
with the fast that they had been
with it so..

r5

*/

basrkgrt a• f r Sr,:r.clay.,lesson
to the abose passages Romans 8
1-11, as devotional reading. and you
will be thinking of the unimpeachable proofs of a Christian.
Two men are brought before us as
examples of Christ:an discipleship
Pgter and John had
preaching
•ffr: been
A Chr:st to the people
in Jerusalem, and
v.141 they %s ere ierrested
7
7 and bresse,hil before
the S.Inhedrin. The
,--atilers and -priests
scolded' them, asking by what power
or name they had
Tone this. Peter.
fills-d with the Holy
Ghost, answered
Dr. Newnan
them:
-Be -r.;
yotr all, and to
al: ;her
Israel, that by the
• of Jesus Chrtst of - Nazareth.
yr c ruc.fled. whom god
ed from the dead, even by him
doth this mar. stand here before you
Nether is there salvation
whole .
in any otheri f.,r there is none other
name tinc:er heaven given among
men, whereby we must be saved."
And then follows thewerse that re,.
reaLs. the proof that these humble
fishermen were really Chiistians:
"N-w when they saw the boldness
cf Peter and John, and pence:vs d
that tile: were unlearned and ignorant men, therriCarvelled; and they
took knoW;edge of them, that the:.
had teen with Jesus
• • •
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•
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Who Is a Christian?

By
Margaretta Brucker

NV
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•
cr.

Reports (3ood
of Red C!o,.er•Sced

-Rho...esti shall confess that
J. sus .i• the Sun of God. God
in Min. and hi in God.
And we hate known and beliesed
thelose that God hath tAl us. God
Is love; and he that dvielleth In
love. doselleth id Gad. and God in

C :

For the first time in Mickey Ryan's life,
money—instead of giving her what she
wanted—stood as a barrier between
her and a great desire. For weeks she
had concealed her identity from the mart

Gr.. at

she loved hoping

she

might work some
miracle that would forge a link between
their worlds. Now a miracle had hap-
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John. and Acts 4. 1-13.
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33-Incite
34-High school ate
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Arrone mat bet orate a Christlan,.provided he or she is willing
to (emits.. their utter lost estat,
anal r'llsenting et tein, bettere en
Om Lord Jesus Christ as Saviour
and Redeemer. Christ Is the Author and the Finish( r of oar
lion. 'niche is loons: other name
under heat en' gisen among men
whesolav ue must he caved.
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pened; the strenger who had come i4
dinner was Peter Standish himself, wearing his shabby topcoat and itching to
his progressive beliefs before
sour, conservative old Aunt Henrietta.
Mickey was standing on a time-bomb
with precious minutes ticking

ward a life of loneliness and

away to-

r

heartaches.
If only she had been honest wit6-PeN.rt.from the start . . . . Look for
hapter I

wit
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ed a Woodman meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Phul Dailey and
Miss Ruby Blakley' were in Memphis Thursday on business.
end.
Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Thurmon
Rev. H. F. Paschall was a dinner
and Mrs. Amanda White of Murray
guest of Mr. and Mrs. George Junes
were in Hazel last week visiting
of Murray Surday.
relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs Billie Miller reMr. and Mrs. C. D. Scruggs spent
turned home Sunday from Murray
Sunday in Paris as guests in the
following a week's visit with their
home of their uncle, Dr. and Mrs.
daughter, Mrs. Ruby Miller ThurElroy Scruggs and family.
mon.
Mr. and. Mrs. Ted C. Brandon
Mr. Buford Hurt and Mr. 0. B.
Turnbow were in Madisonville. were Murray visitors Sunday.
Mr. Mark Nix and daughter. Mrs.
Thursday night where they attendCurd were in Hazel Saturday on
business.

HAPPENINGS IN AND NEAR HAZEL I

4

-Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow
spent the week-end in Memphti,
Tenn., with their son and his wife,
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Turnbow.
Mrs. Jones of Milan, Tenn., is in
Hazel visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Laymore White and family
Mrs. Gurtie Grubbs and Miss
Maud Walker were guests in the
home of their brother. Dr. and
Mrs. Hester Walker and family of
Memphis, Tenn., over the week-

FRIDAY
and Saturday

SUNDAY
and Monday
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Editor's Note: Governor Simeon
Boys Clubs in Kentucky are unWillis hat, proclaimed the first Ider the supervision of Captinn Wilweek in December "Help Kentucky ham Kiefer of the Kentucky Peace
Children Week" throughout the Officers Association They are doCommons.ealth. The proclamation ing an excellent job in reducing
is pointed in favor of Kentucky juvenile
delinqueecy. For
exChildren. Inc.
ample the Louisville Boys' Club,
organized in 1944. has helped reKENTUCKY CHILDREN, INC.
duce juvenile delinquency in the
By
area it serves from 91 cases in 1944
H. E. Logsdon
to none by the first of 1947. KenWith—the slogan. "Kentucky goes tucky Children. Inc., has approved
forward on the feet of its children." aid in establishing astate-wide network of Boys' Clubs.
Kentucky Children, Inc., has set inAnother
pproved project for
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Scnerffiurs
to operation a program to help
children is aid in establishing Teenand Miss Martha June Rogers of
Lynn Grove. Mr. and Mrs. Her- meet the health. , welfare, educa- Age Canteens for communities tet
berts and family. Browns Grove, tional and recreational need; of all maintain.
little Misses Linda and Kathey the children of the state regardless
Since public library service is
Scherffius, Cleveland. Ohio, and of creed or color. Plans include available to only one-third of Kenaid
in
establishing
Boys'
Clubs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Martin, Cottage
tucky's population, Kentucky ChilGrove, Tenn.. visited in the home Teen-Age 'Canteens and "Bookmo- dren. loc., has approved aid in the
biles".
St:holarship
aids
are
inof Mrs. Mary Singleton Saturday
way of traveling libraries or Bookcluded for children in areas served
evening.
mobiles to carry reading materials
by
Settlement
Sc'tools
and
for to children in counties without liMr. and Mrs. R. B. Chrisman of
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Maggie Mason worthy students wishing to attend brary service. There are now 65
Kentucky
colleges.
Assistance is such counties.
spent Thursday in Paducah on
One Bookmobile
offered to Save the Children Fed- can
business.
serve five or six counties by
Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White were eration to enable it to extend ser- rotation.
called to Memphis last week be- vice to more Kentucky counties.
Save the Children e-ederation
Kentucky Children, Inc., is a noncause of the illness of Mrs. White's
has been approved for aid through
Its qfficials
sister, Mrs. Grace Garrett. They Profit organization.
Kentucky Children, Inc. It now
returned home "-Saturday end re- say it will raise...funds for oistribu- maintains
clothing production and
non
to
agencies
'not
adequately
ported her sister some better.
provided for by local, county, state distributing counters in Hazard,
or
national enterprises, or by Winchester and Ashland, which
MONEY IN CHICKENS
churches or individuals. It plans supply layettes for infants and
clothing for children at a nominal
Farm Agent Paul Keen of Perry to Kelp its approved ag. •cies in
cost. The Federation also furncounty says that Drew L. Godsey the state and not to conflict with
ishes Christmas packages, vitamins
of Bulan has demonstrated that any existing welfare organization.
Believing that Boys' Clubs, teen- and other items to children in the
with good management of the
schools they aid. It is doing good
poultry flock, money can be made age canteens, recreational and eduwork in the 29 counties it serves,
despite high feed costs. Starting cational projects reduce ijuvenile
but, due to a lack of funds cannot
in October. 1946. with 260 Winte delinquency and help mold young
operate in the other 91 Kentucky
Leghorn hens, which he culled to people into good citizens, the orcounties. .
120 by September of this year, lie ganization proposes to help comOfficials say more projects will
made a net profit of $1.087. The munities set up such .projects. It
be approved from time to time.
will
make
an
initial
contribution
'flock averaged 17 2-3 eggs per nen
and then the community will be re- But, to assure the public that all
over a 12-month period.
sponsible for their upkeep end con- funds collected are used to the best
interests of children, applicants for
tinuance.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Binkley and
In the field of education, Ken- air are required to meet a minidaughters
Ann, Sherron
and tucky Children. Inc., plans to aid mum set of standards. Kentucky
Cathy of Lexington and Mrs. Ches- children served by such Folitlement Children, Inc., has set up rigid rules
ter Binkley of Fulton will . arrive "schools .as Annvihe Institute in for its own operation and will subtomorrow to spend the Thanksgiv- Jackson County; Bockhorn School mit an annual audit to the public.
Kentucky Children, Inc., origining holidays with Mrs. Binkley's in Pi-799"COtirity; Red Bird Settleated in'June; 1947. A meeting of
son Wendell Binkley and family, ment School
Bell County and
Parra. street
Pine -Mountain , Settlement School people interested - in child welfare
in _Hiselan County. It als..e offers was held in the office -of H. Fred
Louisville- Some of the
scholarahlp atds-The fleetly sludiaits Wlllkie
who wisp to attend any of the Ken- people attending were Reverend
tucky colleges accitdited by the Robert Clingman, J. E. Stanford.
Southern Association of Colleges Charles Aukerman. Tarleton Collier, Reverend W. P. Offut and Mrs.
S i'o-dary Schools.
Harold Gordon. of Louisville; Mary
Lewis, of the State Child Welfare
Department and
Virginip Engle,
State
Librarian, Frankfort and
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PAGE THREE
welfare and the increasing
for funds by
welfare
groups. Indirectly, it developed
from the work of the Postwar Advisory Commission of Kentucky.
Mr. Willkie became chairman of
the Governor's Postwar /Advisory
Planning Commission in October,
1944. Traveling over the state in
this capacity. Mr. Winkle ,says the
lack of health, welfare, educational
and recreational funds an -I facilities for children were repeatedly
brought to his - attention in every
child

pressure

House on South 9th St. extended. Four room
house with nice bath, electric hot Water tank. This
is an extra nice small home with good garage. Lot
75x184. PRICED TO SELL

section.
Startling facts on the health, education and general weltare of
Kentucky children brought out . by
the -commission. awakened publicspirited people to acticin. Requests
for donations and fund raising assistance came from' child welfare
organizations, settlement schools,
colleges, library gr.iups and other
agencies in increasing numbers.
The final report of the Postwar
Advisory Planning Commission of
Kentucky was Pi esented to the
Kentucky General Assembly January, 1946. Among ,other things,
it revealed that each year in Kentucky, 3700 infants die before the
reach their first birthday. Twentyseven per cent of children of school
age are not enrolled in
public
schools. Out of each ten children,
seven have dental defects, three
have eye, ear, nose or throat defects, and seven have poor posture
or other defects attributable, in
part, to malnourisnment and poor
health practices"
There are more than 25.000 needy
and dependent children in the
state, according to recent reports
from the Division of Public Assistance of the State Department of
Welfare. The $13.61 state allotment pa.' child covers about 63 per
cent of actual need.:.
Such conditions, with the obligation and challenge for improvement, and a desire on the part of
the public to combine all fund raising _activities for children under
one organization similar to a State
Community Chest, called for an
organization such as Kentucky
Children, Inc.
Now that it is in existence it is
attempting
to
mike
Kentucky
more conscious of -its child welfare needs. It is requesting the
support of the state's press and
radios in the use of news articles
and features in the newspapers and
spot announcements and programs
on the radios. Basing its whole
promotion
theme on the
word
HELP", the organization is distributing a booklet of the same
title, as a prospectus. Help" posters
bo...-daststbasted—titeoaieketst--the state for window and store displays. Headquarters are located in
the
Louisville Trust
Building.
Louisville.

Out of this meeting came Kentucky Chtldten, Inc The organization was set up and incorporated
with H. Fred Winkle, president;
J. E. Standford and Mark Marlowe.
This is the story of Kentucky
vice-presidents; Mr.t. Harold Gor- Children, Inc. its aims
end ordon. secretary-treasurer and the ganization. Each week it
WALT DISNEY'S
goes steadReverend Robert Clingman. a mem.: ily forward, aided and
encouraged
her of the Board of Directors.
by public-spirited citizens throughMr. Willkie. thrcugh his com- out the state interested
in children.
pany, Joseph E. ,Seagram & Sons, How far it can go and what
it can
OF THE
Inc. donated $5.000 to the organiza- accomplish will depend
on the suption; Mark Marlowe, through the port of the citizens of
Kentucky.
Marlowe Coal Company, Lexington. contributed $500 and Mohe SolA government owned refinery
worth, through
the
Louisville
near Catletsburg. Ky., has been
Chemco
Company,
contributed for a
turkey dinner with Mr and
$100.
sold to its wartime operator tor
With $5.600 Kentucky C"hrildren.
$2.150.000 by the War Assets AdInc., was set Into•operation. Virgil
TO MEXICO'a Steed, well known fund raiser. ministration,
farmer and author of "Kentucky
Tobacco Catch", was employed as
dew d
irganizatidn director to raise funds
for
corporation. A secretary.
hio ,
an plent, AlicetheKinnaird,
was furnished by
C
dr.
IS
Mr. Wilkie.
5pn7 swingy
Today the permanent staff consists of the director, a secretary, a
•
bookkeeper arid an office manager
All other members and committees
441 Kentucky Children. Inc., are
volunteers—prominent and active
people throughout the state. In addition to the Executive Committee,
76 people reptesspting 35 KenWelty towns; make _up the Research. Accrediting and
Budget
Committees, The Research Committee is headed by Dr. John W.
Taylor, president of the University
of Louisville. It secures data necessary for the operation of the
corporation. The Accrediting Coln' mittee, headed by Dr. H. L. Donovan. president of the University of
Kentucky. establishes
standards
for child welfare organizations applying for membei ship and dewith termines to what dt gree. thty need
Sterling assistance.
The Budget CommitHOLLOWAY tee, with
Cyril J. Deutsch, Loui4Adele MARA
vine business executive as chairCASS
man, receives from member; groups
requests for funds. It passes, increases or decreases such requests
in accordance with funds available,
amount of funds required and the
need. A state-wide Finance Committee, Women's Committee and a
Speakers' Bureau a•-e in process of
organization.
' During the four months the organization has been in operation.
Mr. Steed has travele4,„21.000 miles
in the state invest•gating and reporting child welfare needs and securing committee members. Panel
discussions have been held in
Louisville attended by representatives of all agencies. -institutions
and organizations seeking membership and aid. The State Welfare
Department has loaned the services
ot Mary Lewis one day each week_
. Dean Howell Williams, of the University of Louisville's Kent School
of Social Work has rendered valuable assistance in research work.
KAntucky Children, Iric, did not
spring up oVer night. It resulted
finally and directly from the extreme need for improvement of s
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MURRAY LAND COMPANY
W. C. HAYS, Phone 547-J
N. W. KEMP, Phone 1075-J
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Venetian Blinds
Make a
PERFECT GIFT FOR CHRISTMAS

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
for delivery before Christmas
We have a complete line of
WALLPAPER, INSIDE PAINTS

Come in and look over our thrilling
New Wallpaper Patterns

See us for Ifitia-Linoleum, Asbestos
Tile and anything in the Paint and Wallpaper line, that will make your home a
cleaner and brighter place in which to live

"SONG

•

SOUTH"

Saturday Only

Murray Paint & Wallpaper Co.
"Modern, Reliable, Experienced"
107 N. 5th St.; Phone SM
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MR. FARMER
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We have all the Farm News, including daily Livestock and Produce Market quotations.
errol•

We can't think of any other local daily paper you
can get for only $3.50 a year.

the

WE ARE NOW IN OUR

New
LOCATION

couNyy Boys
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THE DAILY LEDGER & TIMES IS OUR ANSWER
FOR A GOOD LOCAL PAPER

SUBSCRIBE TODAY
so you can get all the farm news WHILE IT IS NEWS

The Ledger & Times

Sunday - Monday

We have moved directly across the street from our old
location into the building formerly occupied by
the Crass Furniture Company

Although we are remodeling this building ...
YOU ARE INVITED TO VISIT US
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West Ky. Electric Co.
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Women's Page
JO WILLIAMS. Editor

Club Nett's

Activities

SUMMER
BEAU

Locals

Weddings

-'PHONE 374-M

By MARGARETTA BRUCKER
Mew be Um*.

,

•-liomemakers Club
- Meets At N. Concord
With-Mrs. Evans

Deborah went in. took the eleOHAPTER XXXVI
upper floor, and was
WHEN Nan ana Tony had vator to an
escorted to Geoff's door by his
"
taken Deborah home, the nurse.
doctor came, bound Op the
-Don't stay too long. Miss Par•
burns on heCarths and gave rish." the nurse cautioned.
Then. Deborah was inside the
her a se,dative. Then, he and room.
,Geoff lay swathed in banTony letL.
dages, but his dark eyes were alight
Deborah lay in her bed. watching with the happiness of seeing her.
Nan moving about the room. She
"Oh, Geoff—Geoff—" She was
must know the truth—would not beside the bed now.
be shielded any longer.
He smiled ruefully. "Here I am.
"Please. Nan
tell me — about with my arms tied down. just when
Geoff."
I want to use them most!"
,,n Dc.
Nal. came and sat down beside
"I can use mine."
A surprise birthday dinner WAS
the bed. "Tony, and then the docDeborah's own bandaged arms
,,n3 given Sunday. November 23. at the
_
tor,
insisted
you
went
around him and her cheek ,
shouldn't
be
told
home of Mr and Mrs. Ben Cain,
.
!..1!..ft A .1 h,:•
ribit•i, 11•01.1.1 Poileme
tonight—shouldn't be worried. But was pressed against his. Then, she
Om.
z
sift henering Mr Amandus Cain and
I know you'll worry ten times more drew back and wiped the tears
if you're kept in suspense than if from her eyes.
r.._:j• and a Chris.— it part, nephew. Ben Cain.
He had the audacity to suggest. approved when William demanded
CHAPTER I
you're told. Geoff was1)1 r
"Darling—" he said. "Has Nan
t ed by a
A delicious dinner was served
by the gr...ip dur•
HE newsstand stood at the "What about going with me and exemption because of a dislocated
falling
timber that knoc ed him told you about—about Rosetta?"
having a cup of coffee?"
buffet style at the noon hour.
ankle, the result of playing polo. off the fire
• h
,
intersection of two busy Deescape.
At
first,
"No—she
they
said you would tell me."
Mickey stiffened. "I don't know Up until this instant. Mickey had
• st- o .e...4.--1•444- I Th.:se nresetit wet e: Mrs Madge
•
thought he was rather badly inGeoff's face darkened. "I heard
troit streets. Newspapers were you.never thought seriously about the
;Harris and dau ezhte... Malvena. Mr
jured but, when they got him to about it myself only this morning.
"What does that matter?"
war.
piled in great stacks on the
.
! and Mrs 0 L Cain S: . and sons
the hospital, they found it wasn't What a fool I've been! Deborah,
And now, this young man with
pavement. A brisk April breeze
serious, after all."
so
tyrLu.wn. Jack a ni Fred. Me an
when we were in Rosetta's room
E TOOK her arm and marched the bright brown eyes was saying,
"Oh, Nan. you should have told lust night, did you notice anything suddenly caught the stacks of
t• •- Mrs P,u1 Cunningham and s,
her away with him. He piloted "Go—of course I want to go!"
me before! I thought, from the way odd?"
papers and sent them flying.
. Ted and Za7.V. M: arai Mrs. 0. I.
her down a short flight of stars
He spoke With his head thrown
you acted, that he might have been
"No. What?"
The same breeze tore at Mickey into a.restaurantwhich was fogged back and his shoulders squared
Cam Jr. at
Dam Mr. and
—been killed."
"Her crutches were leaning
Ryan's
stnart
with
cigarette
hat
proudly.
gave
as
an
she
smoke.
odd
Mickey
came
It
R.,y and sons Rob and
•
"Darling, I'm sorry. And now, if against the wall in a corner. At the
around the corner, blew the scrap ,They sat at a corner table, and warm feeling.
MI and Mrs. Alton Cain
you'll behave yourself and go to time. I simply thought that some
O( felt and feathers off her head the young man ordered coffee and
He went on. "I'll tell you about
sleep, you probably will be allowed one must have carried her from
childres. &arida. Max and
ii
and sent it rolling away. with doughnuts. Mickey felt bewildered. myself. University of Michigan
to
go over to the hospital to see him the roOm. I was stunned when T
„;,, • Gen,. Mrs Edwin Cain and shilMickey in hot pursuit.
How had she dared to come to Law. 1941. I dreamed of defending
tomorrow."
learned the truth. Deborah, she
- El
and Larry; Mrs. Nola
The wind whipped her hair into this place with a man she did not the downtrodden arid what do I
The next morning. Nan phoned lia.sn't been a cripple for years—
a tangle of black curls. It whirled know? Mickey Ryan was never in- get? A desk with a bunch of high.1
Mr and Zrs Amandus
in
the hospital and learned from has been deceiving me so that I
her about and brought her up with troduced to any man before he had. powered city lawyers. I'm supposed
oil daughter. Lala. Mr and Mrs
w
Geoff's doctor that he was much would feel obligated to continue
a blimp against a -tall young man. been carefully investigated, for to figure how the rich can evade
better. Yes, it would be all right for sending her large sums of money."
• • .• ,tt• .T
••
''Well!'' Mickey cried indignant- every young man was a potential their income taxes. I hate the rich! Deborah
to come to see him for a
"Oh. Geoff, how awful!"
ly."Look where you are going!"
fortune hunter.
They're all alike. Selfish—" He
little while that afternoon.
"Moreover," he went on grimly;
After Nan had gone off to work, "during the past year she has been
Deborah go* up ancheiressed. Nan lavishing my money on another
had advised her to spend the morn- man—a man with whom she's in
ing in bed, but she felt too restless love. She had the brazen audacity
to lie still.
to refuse my request for is divorce
when she wasn't even faithful to
I uestiay. December 2
A T NOON, Nan returned home. me! She and this man planned to
f the Woodman Circle
Tony brought her in his sta- go on living on my money indefit 7, pm ! r a lot luck
tion wagon and came into the initely.
, Cnrter.
• Mrs 7,
"Last night, she seized the ophouse with her.
"Hello." he greeted Deborah. portunity of the style show to steal
I t, a r.da. De. ember
"How
are
the
burns?"
away
and meet the fellow. She left
Club will
her room by going down a fire
"Not too bad."
: Mr- Hugh
"You and Geoff had a narrow es- escape outside her bathroom wincape. My stepmother feels terribly dow. Incidentally. it's too bad we
responsible because she sent Geoff didn't know it was there. Anyway,
to rescue Rosetta. Was that., a when she came back, the hotel was
in ruins. There she was—without
laugh! She feels like a fool now."'
•1•1 apd
?•1
"Why?" asked Deborah. "How her crutches — her deception excould she know that Rosetta wasn't posed. She went over to the Marvin
in her room?"
house and, in the end, confessed
,,f Gracey. Ky.
. have
Tony stared. "Hasn't Nan told everything to Margot." ,...4r.t•
w home here on W.
you about—"
"Who is the man?" asked De.
H iie
St
in Franklin Village.
Ntin broke in. "Tony, you talk borah.
likirtg fine and are plantoo much. Deborah is going to see
Geoff hesitated, then told her.
: rt..: • • tt - ake th,ir home here inGeoff this afternoon, and he can "Craig Benedict."
They have a nice citrus
• •
tell her as much or as little as he
wishes."
•
.• : • 1..'•n -their many friends
FEIORAH caught her breath.
Deborah looked bewildered.
Craig! Then. suddenly, a numt.tri Gracey and Murray were
"What
on
earth
are
you
talking
ber
of things became clear. The
7 • •-• '
enjy the fruit
about?"
whom
girl
Fred had seen with Craig
. • arid family. Mrs.
one night an 11w shore road mtzet
.
re a•so
soon enough."
have been Rosetta. not Marianne
Then, swiftly. Nan changed the Marvin. They were both blonde
,n Hargr
subject.
_mist James
and could be mistaken for each
Slipping her arm through other at a distance. And Craig's
Tony's. she said lightly, "Like my new affluence was explained. The
: .• 7
:
n. t,a Wats. n. forfuture husband, Deb^money had come from Rosetta, not
-• :
eport that be
Both hats were snzashea flat. "Lucky pours wasn't a good hat," he said, with a careless
Tony's face reddened. "Gosh. Irom his poetry. Yes—and the apNan—what a way to tell her that pointment he had at the Chelsea
glance at Mickey's thirty-dollar original model.
we're engaged 'Shop on the evening she had met
Not this one. He was quite un- paused. "Wliat's wrong? I know.
Deborah's flea widened. 'But— him there must have been with
"I am looking," he said imputhat she wotAld inherit teri You should be at work."
but—I thought—"
dently, and stared hard into
Rosetta, not with Margot Marvin.
awaremillion dollars on her twentieth
"Work?" faltered Mickey.
Nan laughed."I know—I told you as he had said.
Mickey's uplifted face.
birthday.
ruehe
did
Odd
not
that
"Em
keeping you from your job.
turned him down. Well — the
-I've lost my hat . " Mickey at"Well, anyway. darling." Geoff
ogni.e her, fog her picture was con- I know you have one. I bet you're
fire did plenty of damage to my went on. "this changes
tempted to pass him.
everything
morale. I went cry-baby after the for you and me, so let's think only
Just then, the wind spun the stantly in the papers. Michele buying this on the installment plan
young man's hat from his head aucl Ryan at her debut ball. klichele right nowt" He laughed indulgentfireworks and let Tony know just of that side of it. I certainly have
Ryan with her fiance at the races ly as he patted the luxurious fur
how much I cared for him. Oh. we ample grounds for divorce. Howsent it chasing after Mickey's.
jacket on the back of her chair.
in Miami
are not definitely engaged — Just ever I may not have to bring the
"Hey—I'll get them."
He didn't know Rus.•Lan sable
tentatively. Yes. Tony, we're going whole ugly picture Into the
and
toward
said.
leaned
her
He
open in
He was of! on the run. while
from alley cat. And he hated itch
to leave it like that. While you're a divorce case. I may be able simMickey watched. A big truck cut off "Don't be alarmed. I'm quite re- People. Well, why should she care?
10
Item,ryd
ith
rots
Standyou'll
of
girls—"
Peter
spectable.
name
is
meet
My
away,
ply
to
get
an annulment of the
her vie*. It lumbered past....
As Mickey rose. he jumped up to
-Itt,,. Part,
-None like you. If I have my waY, marriare."
ish. No relation to Miles. This one
The young man returned, carry- does his own courting.."
slip the jacket about her shoulders.
you'll wear my wings before I leave
Just
then
the nurse opened the
ing both hats. They were smashed
-I haven't offended you. have I?" to bomb the Jerries, and if any
door and looked in.
Her cheeks burned. "Do you
"Of course not. But I have to
fiat — stained with grease. The
fellow
tries
to
grab
my
girl
speeches?'"
your
"I'm sorry. Miss Parrish. but I
own
write
truck had run over them.
Tony started to put his arm think you'd better go now."
Laughter brightened hts eyes.
Mickey moaned. The young man,
around Nan, but she playfully tusGeoff pleaded. "Have a heart.
"Sure.
lawyer.
did
you
I
m
How
a
THERE was a lump in her throat
after one rueful glance at his own
sled with him. for A minute, then nurse."
A as she turned to go. He was
hat, tossed it into the gutter.
ran shrieking from the room. with• "Well—lust a few minutes more."
Mickey
" fumbled at her gloves. sweet, eager. He did not suspect
Tony at her heels. The ititchen She hacked out.
"Lucky yours wasn't a good hat." guesrck
'remembered the ring on the that she was Michele Ryan. He
door banged behind them. Latiehhe said, with a careless glance at then finger
"Kiss me darling." said Geoff.
and, thought she was a little working
left
hand
of
third
her
ter and further Shrieks. Then, a "Then
Mickey's thirty dollar original Celet you en."
all, slipped it off girl.
at
reason
for
no
silence.
lone
leste model.
As Deborah slipped her arms
glove.
-Meet me tomorrow by the same
n they returned to the itving around him her heart was over"Lucky . . ." She stared at him. and left it In the
"Now what's your name?" Peter newsstand." he begged. "Can you
room: they were quiet but Nan's flowing. They must part now, but
But of course he would not recog.mi
get away at twelve?"
eye,were shining.
iect-irk
nize the hat for what it was.
soon they would be together for
"I'll
try."
kfl
"And now." she said briskly, always.
ceY'..what?"
• •
They stood together for a mo- "how about lunch""
E had a lean brown face and
"Brooks." she improvised hastily. ment on the sunlit street. and then
(THE FNDI
laugh wrinkles about ins
"Isn't that an English. name?" Mickey watched Peter swing away
PTER lunch. Tony drove the fehr
in (Ms errfal are
eyes. He had an arrogant face.
"My'father was English. But my in the crowd, his head bare, his
tw o r•trit to
hqt
elitint1S)
with a finely chiseled nose and a mother was from Virginia."
his
wind,
hair blown about by the
e
•ei•
in
e-r•
metric:1
;r
c,r,rrerr.. P
high.forehead across which a
"I'm a hundred per cent Amer- shabby top coat flying. He turned
of brown hair Was. pasted by the ican." Peter's eyes glowed. "In less to look back, and she waved—
wind
He had a fascinating way 'than a month, I'll not need to ad- stood—on tiptoe to get one last
CIVIL SERVICE JOPS
ft led
with the
atone-mention, I
of staring right Into her eyes.
vertise the fact. I'll be fitted out glimpse of him.
THAN EVER
Milvv, ankee. Wisconsin, Nov ein'air Exerutive Secret:1'u, not later ii
All this Mickey thought in the by Uncle Sam's tailor."
.
she whispered.
-Goodbye."
minute during which she accepted
"A soldier?"
"Goodbye, Peter darling." For of 25. 1947. tUSCSC1—The Executiee the close of bunmess Lheember
her wrecked hat.
He nodded.
course she had no intention , of Secretary for the Hoard- of U. S 1947.
It might be wise to end the matMickey's glance wavered. "Do— .meeting him tomorrow or any Civil Service Examiners for the
ter right there and not loiter Aunt do you want to go to war?"
other day...
Department of Agriculture, erl
The Navy has two fleet o t
Henrietta had spent much time
William Harrington Wayne III,
Noith Second Street. Milwaukee 3. offic-es in the United .States winch
arning her to beware of stranger; her fiance, declared that only fools
(To be continued) •
What if her aunt could see the wanted to fight. Aunt Henriettg (The charact.'r in rills serial are Wisetinsin today announced that handl.. all mail going filitSicte
applications are desired by 'hat States to stops and shore fio•
ince thr man bestowed upon went into a razeabout the war and
Oletit:rias)
-1, ? Impudent. Provocative everything concerned with it. She °Mil*: 1942 by Gramerty Publistelbs Co
ft otT1 persons intereeted in One is the F.ast Coast at New
o1,5aiiiire4 pe.rman. ut FeCiCral CIO- I and the other on the West
Ployment as S011 CMISerVaillnilgt. I at San Francisco
‘0,11
Scientists. Aer:citilliial iold
I_
civil Ene,
rs. Those examinations
:0;1 MI AL)" Ity .rs and
:,ic• :innounctict to fill position.; in children
Mrs. nor .
5 ii
the Still Conserve-tam Service. Di, -•herry of Murray spent Thank—
d
/dye._ Carpertinent_ of Agriculture, in the giving , with Mr. and Mrs. W.
•tt., Univi—sity of States
of Illinois. Indiana. Ken- I Garland it Kit k..'). They had ..
to( ky. 'Michigan. Ohio and W.:1- too, time obci a bountiful dinner
consin
Applications
roust
I, with everythi i
etit

,••::.,tetn about can- the president. Mrs D. N. White.
'lovely refreshments were ' served
NI.— 17. AI :! i
tire. by Mrs. Windsor to the 12 mem-,
:s
it is almost titre . bers prestnt and a tour of the club
'• _
to 2, to F'.irm house was enjoyed by all.
•

A RICII GIRL

NIr. and Mrs. Ben Cain
Honor Nephew With
Birthday Dinner

DOW]
Sale
10.30,
don't
Anyb
buy—
and
Ky.
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SAVE MONEY, BE SATISFIED
TREAT YOUR DIRTY CLOTHES TO THE SPECIAL
CARE THEY DESE.RVE!
Bring-them to the SPEED QUEEN Self Washingette, is here
every patron is a satisfied customer.

ti••

ID

yl?

This Washingette us as the first established in Murray and
non is the larzest. It Is equipped nal, those famous Speed
•Queen nashers. that are guaranteed to get clothes nhiter and
cleaner.

nil ST ARS'

Furniture

We have plenty of machines, lots of
and specialize in ice cold drinks. Try it

Rugs and Carpets

it always.

MADE, IN AMERICA by A ME RICAN CRAFTSMEN

SAL
Toti

hot water
once; use

Goo
Rah

Home Furnishings

FURCHES JEWELRY STORE
•1113 SO

Phone 193

Vi Fourth

.1.

The Very Next Time
You Are
In Hopkinsville

Speed Queen Self Washingette
LocATEii 1:1. 11INI1 THE ICE PLANT

Fat

Telephone, 1171

Can

•
•
•No..
..•.•••••...1••••••••41=.0.1ME•NN
••••••

.11

•

•

'a's-

41
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_
Not Quite Awake

NANCY

By Ernie Bushmiller

3c per word, minimum charge
50c for 17 words. Terms cash in
advance for each insertion.
ppla.

HAI?.fl/vARE

Notices

Crossword Puzzle

DON'T FORGET our Auto Auction
Sale every Saturday beginning at
10:30, rain or shine. $2.00 if they
don't sell, $10.00 if they do sell.
Anybody can sell ... anybody can
buy-Main Street Car Exchange
and Auction Co, Hopkinsville
Ky.
If
FROM NOW UNTIL XMAS you
can get $2 for any old iron on the
purchase of a new Century or
Westinghouse iron-Puryear Electric Shop, Puryear, Tenn.
N29p

ACROSS

I
9

WISHING YOU A VERY NICE
Thanksgiving. Thanks for orders.
-John Cashon, Fuller Brushman.
Phone 419-R.
N28p

•

11

•

BEFORE BUYING any vacuum
sweeper, see the new model KirKirby has every attachment
plus electric floor polisher. Only
Kirby
has a saniemtor. For a free
by
)
* , demonstration in your home, just
call 1120-J-L. C. Robinson, Dist.
Sip.
D3p

6

S

Wigteir
RI
L • t ,S P

7

1, 1,71 it

Cap, 15475, ,ed Ft•ippe
V.. I,q U
P.t 04 -All ,.15t. ,.,.,..d

'1

1-Direcf.yd pith
eager attentiOn

13

2-Kind of thetas
4-Deliberetfee
bodice
5-A transitory state
between changea
6-Entice
7-Do wrong
13-Puts In row
9-Theater play
111.uites'a(same12-Escape
13-Place
18-Turf
21-Dig
23-Happen again
25-F.sh eggs
16-Wet. gnongy
ground
za Let go
29-8.•tze
30- 81i.ight-edge
3I -Sinus piagags
32-13111.11 bird
33 -Wash
34 -Pert, to birds
35-Etuggers
37-Goats of India
40-lbastelted
4;-Religious group
44-Silo of literature
41- Riser qty..

1

IL
- -- ----r25 ,c, It

„31

31 34 35

.., Or..2.
zn
4!

'
, Imr

-Iv

cli.

41

•

.5

6.••••••
S..
Par

PAW Peals, •••0“..e Iva

.

r

Services

ter' When you can have plenty GET MORE EGGS this winter with
of hot water so easy with a Heat a Paragon poultry time switch.
Kiwick water heater. Just plug it Easy -to install. Just plug it in.in any light socket. Boils water in Puryear Electric Shop, Puryear,
10 minutes. Priced at only $2.95. Tenn.
N29p
Mail orders - Purycar Electric

Shop. Puryear, Tenn.

.N29p

OPEN FOR BUSINESS
We are now prepared to handle your
Wiring and Appliance Repair Needs

7

HAVE TO CARRY
ME TO SCHOOL
I CAN'T
MOVE

ARE

C- •

ABBIE an' SLATS

• 4kr
Cop ,••
20

Stand-in for a Star

Esct'^//e-

/YOU'VE -JUST SEEN HER FOR
TriE FIRST TIME ITS LOVE!LOCK
Al- HER A5 IF SHE'‘ THE MOST
WONIDERFUL THING YOU'VE
EVER SEEN IN ALL.

By Raeburn Van Buren
PLEA.SE, CHARLIE TRY!

BUT r-4E
AIN'T!

T14AT4 IT!
HE'‘)
.TOO 5TUPIP TO ACT A5
HMIWM-PAAZINE
IF HE WOR4I-UPS PAULINF.! SO
SHOOT A
NEW LEADIA:ff MA V 1550
CLOSE-. WHENEVER WE NEED A ROMANTIC
IIVO/FTRENT TO HEf2
CLOSE-UP CF HIM -WE'LL HAVE TO i43RIO-F.4Mt2/.; CHARMS
UP!
YANK PAL/LINE OUT OF HIS LINE
THEY NAVE To SY/C/e
OF VISION AND
ANOTHER GAL IN RaXiT
SUBSTITUTE 1-65 0".-11•1 kW TO OIETAN wrezes-rHOMESPUN HONEY.
ED LOOK
!THAT
OU6HTA mat-e- A ..IPICY
ITEM roa THE C•055IP
COLCIMA'I57S

YOUR LIFE!

MIL

ABBIE an' SLATS

By Raeburn Van Buren

-ROMANTIC.
NAY THE
CLOSE-UPS.THE
ONLY
OROR CAN
PROPER
GET THE
,..
IN THE SMALL TOWN OF /S TO
WORSHIPFul
YANK MISS
EXPRESSION
CRABTREE CORNERS
PERIL
LINE OF
VISION AND OUT OF I-11C,
WHERE PAUUNE PERIL'S
SUBSTITUTE
DOBBS'UAL
NEW EPIC OF THE SEA,
SWEETIE.
PAULIN
E
-LOVE,AHOY,"IS BEING
PERIL FAIN
TH
ROUGHOUT
, FILMED -A PECULIAR
CLyUBSTHE
WORLD
AND
WILL BE
.3.kuLlise 4.
RATHER LAUGHABLE S;TPielL
SHOCKED AND
UATION HAS DEVELOPED.
AMU
To.
EL NO
IT SEEMS THAT CHARLIE
DOUBT,
DOBSS,
HEAQ
OF
THE NEW F ND, WHO
THIS ,,,,,
PLAYS THE
f30Y WHO LOVES
PAULINE,.JUST
CAN'T WHIP UP AN
ADORING
LOOK AT MISS PERIL FOR
en 401.11
THE --

WHITE & WITTY
(Five Points by Rogers Lake)
' 1
Phone 638-J or
695-M-2

PURDOM HARDWARE
COMPANY

Foe.** Sy.

The Star Blows Up

Ill*H15 ITEM APPEARS IN A FAMOUS
MOVIE C1055'IFCCLUMN IN HUNDRE7'5
OF NEWSPAPERS•••

.
e
;Plitzli; 4,7"

DELIVERY

/7 1 YOU'LL

YOU'LL BE LATE,
NANCY ---WHAT
YOU WAITING
FOR ?
14,

dl

LOST - White pointer male
bird
dog with lemon ears. Plug out of
one ear. Answers to name of
-Frame
Liberal reward. Notify
Hugh Miller,
New Providence.
Ky.
Dlp

HOT WATER HEATERS FOR'IMMEDIATE

'I REFUSE TCGOONI

our WE CAN'T °PHUT THIS PUBLICITY
YOU CAN
IN THeS PICTURE WiTH FIRE HIM! WE'VE
WILL RUIN ME!IMAGINE PROVE
THIS••THIS IDIOT!
ALREA17Y SHOT
THE PUBLIC THINKING
ITS JUGT
TWO MILLION
THAT STUPID'LOUT
A SILLY
DOLL ARS NORTH OF/ PREFERS THIS LOCAL
RUMOR!
FOOTAGE
13FLIE -TO-ME!
YOU'VE
WITH HIM
ALREADY
IT!
CHARMED ELEVEN
MEN INTO MARRYING YOU!

POSES
.•

HARDWARE

WEAR YOUR HEAVY COAT TWO
SWEATERS, GALOSHES SCARF,
GLOVES, LEGGINGS AND
EAR M UFFS

Offered

Lost

t

NANCY - - - IT'S
BITTER COLD
•L OUT ---

By Ernie Bushmiller

S Po ON - A.

Wanted
FOR SALE-Baby chicks, one week
old. 14c each as long as they last FOR SALE-One saddle mare. one
Warm-aire heater. tv.'0 linoleum
--Murray Hatchery
WANTED AT ONCE 'Ian or wua
Die rugs. Call 817.
lp
man for Rawleigh route in City of
Murray and adjoining county.
Real opportunity for worker. ExFor Rent
perience preferred or not necesary.
Write
Rawleigh's. Dept.
FOR RENT-Three r,Kim unfurnKYK-1090-234. F.
I:1 Dllp
'
shed
apartment
.
:
First floor Heat
of colds. Rub VapoRub
on throat ...ehest. Melt VICKS and electricity furnished, near thel
some in mouth, tool v
coflege Phone 998-X-W.
Dip t
and Foun

Is

It's a Cold Fact

Ii
WHY USE COLD WATER this win-

FOR SALE-- New Electrolux
uum sweeper-never been used.
This nest cleaner has just been
traded
thl• new model 'Kirby ss.veil.1, r
Ncw price $69.50
- .Priced at 541.30.
N29c

NANCY

seam

FOR SALE-Good used Warm-aire
stove. Call 9117.
Inc

For Sale

1-'7

a

r,

.
V,11

1E,

4 rjji
!LLA
vi
I •G IA.Nr
0 ME

ic

4

Wijk3a1E:7
MCC3i4
711-4120

P.D5 E
U

11

Ai

ONE.,THIRD OFF on all lighting
fixtures until Xmas-Puryear El
ectric Shop Puryear, Tenn.

-.

3

to

2o
GENERAL APPLIANCE SHOPWe *service and repair radios, refrrgeratars. and all hoilsehold appliances. Third and Walnut St.
Call 1035.
N29p

2

NMI
ELNIEVIMINE
11113I;a0 C4f4S DIEM

26-Hem In
27- - Angeles
29-Fabulous bird
22-Serious
32-Arranged like
tiles
34 -Mystery
37-Sesame
38--Stray
39-High mug.)
40-Saltines
42-131.4
43-Celestial being
45- Wirelma antenna
47-Cutter
411--Children
49-Angry spells
50-Snort locket

1-Deaserts
5-Petition
11--EltHp bare
11-Thrower
14-Kind of cane
15-Reach i certain
point
15-lbsen heroin*
11-Billiard shot
19-National Academy
of Sciences
(abbr.)
20-111. up
23-Digit
23-AclYice fdial.)
24-Changed

Co

ANSWER TO
PREVIOUS P12512S

HOUSEWARES

APPLIANCES
BOTTLED GAS STOVES
SPORTING GOODS
PAINTS, Etc.

"

WHAT NEXT?-A good bet
to keep ugly mud stains off
milady's stockings are these
transparent, plastic protectors that can be worn
Inside the shoes. Elastic in
the hem at the top keeps
'em up. After keeping the
feet dry and warm, they can
be folded up and put into
a tiny plastic pouch.

LI'L ABNER

Blind to the Bear Facts ! !
1.- NK
DO'.
I'LL(SOB.)
F JEST

By Al Capp

_

A CLEAP
F,ELD AHEAD!!

KILL

AS EVii-tSTL
MYSELF.!" PErYIN'.!'
1-1::
WERE WEAKEYES

YOKUM r
SEE

CA

mortoN'...r

-

H EIN CAUSHT LA RICH GAL,
JEDGiN. FUN TH' FUR COAT.'.'- AN'
SHE'S CRAZY 'BOUT ME_- LEST
LiSSEN T-'
7
. HER
SIGHS 0'
ECSTASY?'

CANCER TOLE CLIMBS

•

13,etor: ,7r* I t.101
iirer is
checked, it will destroy 1 pproximately i93,000
ricani,
'` in 1950.
SERVICE WHAT WE.SELL227.000 in 1960. 261.000 iii 1970.
'290,000 in 1980. 313.000 in 1990 and
,) 324,000 in th,year 2000'

yuti:"!

Murray Live Stock Company
The Best Market in West Kentucky
AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner

LIT ABNER

SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CL
OCK

SALES REPORT FOR NOV. 25, 1947

F;int y Veals

:10.00

Total head sold

No. 1 Veals

29.00

Vea Is

‘2.00

492

Good Quality Fat Steers 20.00- 22.00
Baby Beeves
1\7.00- 23:00

Throwouts

4.25-

Citizen Pained ! !

?Tr-HAS YO'
IT'S THET ANKLE
GIVE UP TRYIN'T G MINE AGIN!!
NAB YO'SELF A
OOKS LIKE YO'LL
HUSBAND, AGIN? HAF TA SUPPORT
'ME ANOTHER
Y'APt
BROTHEP,P.'

z

rITHErb as AWFUL!! HfrfmMr% 4 BACHELOR-BUT HE
HA/NT
IGBLE -0,V ACCOUNT
A FURRINERrt-=',)

QUENTIN RASFUTINREYMOLDSrfwOuLD YO'RATHER BE A CiTIZEN
OF DCY3DATCH003f

17.50

By Al Capp
-THAN A CITIZEN 07
LOWER.SLOBBOviA ?
ALL SLOBEOVIANS
RATHER tE ArzirIzEN
OF SOME OTHER PACE.
GOOD! ANY OTHER PLACE!?
AS
MA's OR', AH DECLARES
v0 ARON

YOU War GUM G GAT*
WM;14:15
4,7wri
SE
AIN
G
Rss
LY
t.f
rr
WAIT TILI...c 1 3(.130VIA
.
MEARSorr
.TH IS

*;\

DOGPAT

HOGS
Fat Cows
Canners and Cutters
Bulls

12.00- 15.00
7.00- 11.50

113(1 to 250 pounds
.t NV:

24.15

`.1.)1

2:1.75 Down

..•-

9.00- 14.50
All f irmers and storkmen please brine your
stock to market before 1:00 o'clock.

_
1/\41.)r'Th(

4

-

1 COPY FADED

Prt
ar

•

•4.

e-

54

Southeastern Conference Football Review

Today's Sports Parade
By OSCAR FRALEV
United Press Sports Writer

NEW YORK. N. V

•
we're out to du is keep ahead of the
s
BIB other guy

28 UP
That; he'll tell you. is getting
Schindler. one ot automobile raedrivers. • rapped tougher a- ll the time. The reasons
greatest
int's
grease-stamed knuckles on .tion ar- • are that there are more good autotifimal leg today and omned that 'Mobiles and "more good chantin his racket "You don't ha e to be. feurs" As for those who have
, drawn the cKeckered flag for the
crazy—but it helps"
last time iii fatal accideets7SchinForty-one drivers have been kill-'l
in The Idler blames poor tracks and bad
ed by the iron speed wagons
'a 1th
equipment - - yn
unker
the
past year and the trouble with most
wheels falling off.
•
of them. according to the chunky
Schindler. Wits 771:1: -They were too t A controversy still nines one:
whether the big cars Sr the midgets
dumb to be scared"
He admits that he has been Are better and Bill sides with th•
For in 15 nears ris doodlebugs. •
mighty lucky

•
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1 ran a four-lap match race
a chauffeur on the money circle
' against Hill Reiland. 'a nil-- tar man.
Bill has "only" suffered:
Amputation of his 'left leg.
ot the Thompson. Conn, speedway.
Fractured shoulder blades
Schindler said. "Holland is the
Breaks of both collar bores
driver who finished second a! InA "dozen or so" nla fractures
dinapcnis last year
Well. It l%
Right leg fracture, and
the, easiest money I ever w, n
Inciderital narains. cuts, re ntusFour times Eastern midget thamions Ann concussions
pion and holder of
c•Ctip:,.-d..zen
Bans left leg was arnpanited in sectional titles. Sonindler became
1936 after a crash at Mutet:la. I I. interested in auto racning as
yetrth
nuessoon
buI'neeennt • he -around_
grinned "We 'acre ,racing
cars shop in Summits:vine. N VNow.
and the guy in front wouldn't let after 15 years of driving. the 38me past I saw an opening -me the year-old speed merohnint is beginHit ning to think of rennin, .
rail arid tried to go through
3 post"
"My doctor told me la quit last
Schindler spent three weeks in year." Bill trneet "He said rny rethe hospital and six weeks later flexes, were slowing up
was back in the bucket seat
DeSo Schindler went out this sn-ag:Ate the-nest six weeks. Bill wound son and set ,a neve record ef 53
main event victories.
up as the year s indoor champion
The square cut,. fellow is Tfrst love
"Maybe Ill quit after this year.
is the midaet e.r. semen turns about but .
That "but" oF a
120 miles per hour on ^a one-mile
one Bill adtrack. The midget record or. the rints that Ile speed mania te in his
straightaway is 137 but Bill be- , blood Because -of having only one
heves they could be souped up to leg he has to be strapped in tighter
thanernreptn.ers to keep rtcim beine
"We don't worry about how fast throw-n out of the seat
It makes
they, go, though," he explained All for added danger—and_moi- thrtil-

REPLACE /T1.4
76,d4t-or- Fael-S4coff

DELCO-HEAT Conversion Burner
l'slar.y an on,uieic or inettcrient
burner et robbing" oil freirn homeowners. 'noun conserse total fuel
and sate money, too, by replacing
such a Unit with a modern DelcoHeat Consersion Burner. Designed
nab GM (pudic!. features throughout. it's the oil burr.er sou want tor
1.41
.
5 Kr,satisfaction and lifting 'alas

A GENERA, i.070tS VALUE

FREE

By JULIAN GRANGER
United Press Sports Welter

By DON DRUMBAUGH
Marooms could carry it off only if
The University,,of Louisville finATLANTA, Ga., Nov. 28 41.321— Tech and Ole Miss both were de- ished on top of the KIAC in the
feated.
complete season standings with a
Only bowl-bound Alabama was on
-II too is no Einstein to figure, record of seven wins and one tie.
the program tonight as the Souththough, that Alabama would coast
The only blemish on the record of
Conferenin• prepared
eastern
to Ii, a win over Miami tonight in the
Louisville was the fact that they
wind up its 1948 affairs with a Hurricane's back yard as a warmlost the conference title to Murray
week-end slate of "grudgers" that up for the Tide's appearance in the
State by not playing enough games
will produce a new crown winner Sugar Bowl classic against Texas n.einh KIAC
foes.
--and, very likely.. a batch of sur- Januar'y I.
Complete Season Standines:
prises.
Vanderbilt, meanwhile, planned
Pts, Opp.
Nobody among the odd-ma-kern an afternoon workout dt Knoxville
Team
W L T Sect Pts.
in
preparation
for
tomorrow's
Tendoubted but that 'Ole Miss would
U. of L.
7 0 1 193 63
throttle Mississippi State t Stark- nessee game which will affect the
Murray State
6 3 0 133 116
ville tomorrow to bring home to SEC standings not at all. Bur, with
Eastern Kentucky 5 4 0 165
99
Oxford the Rebels' first SEC title both squads in top shape, it promised to explode plenty of sectional Western Kentucky 3 4 2 82 155
in history.
Centre College _ 2 5 1
92 143
- What would happen here tomor- feeling.
Georgetown Col, 2 5 1
84 136
row when Georgia and Georgia. Tomorrow's only other scramble
Morehead State _ 1 6 2 68 180
Tech hold their 42nd annual -fuss involving a SEC club pits Florida
THANKS,,ANIERICA—Retuwas anybody's ouess, but the point- against Kansas State at Gainesville,
gees and DPs—the "Delayed
26 27 7 817 892
giving somt•bodies favored the En- Fla., in a nun-conference skirmish.
Pilgrims" of '47—have even
On the eve of what promised to
With out-of-conference foes the
gineers.
more reason to be thatiktul
They conceded overall, however, be the title-settling game, halfback KIAC teams ended um with an
to America than their
that a combination of eircurnstan- Wallace Matulich was doing a average of slightly under .500 as
-Mayllower" predecessors
-s could give the crown to Tech "stahd-in" for Shorty McWilliams they dropped 18 games while winthree centuries ago, accotd00 Mississippi State.
It would take as Mississippi State tape-red off for ning 17. 7 games ended in a tie.
a Mississippi State viztory and a tomorrow's game. But it was defiing to 'Dr Victor F Hess,
Marshall College of Huntington,
together --to—producv nite that McWilliams would start W Va. did the most damage to,the
i-e—ray e-xpe-r-t--the
game.
a title -for the Engineers. Or, he
conference as they piled up three
ot Foretham Univer-At \ and
It also was a sure thing that Mar- wins with Eastern being the only
forme, retimee
He urges
tin Johnson would be ready for team to give them any trouble.
ne\\
to forget their
duty at left guard kir the, Ma- Eastern fell 7-6, Murray 41-20, ands
'a(ii Fm.ilum and
roons.
Yesterday Matultch held Morehead 38-12.
Marshall ended
iliar
am
w.th
dowtelhe regular tailback rpot for the season with a rating high in the
-n-'1•1:t.ons anet
McWilliams as Louis •Williams ran sixties which Was at least 10
points
Jesse B. Gdmer, AdMinistrator
•
„.,
for Johnson in State's final roughbetter, than any KIAC team.
of the Production' and Marketing
house session.
Tennessee Tech fell to two KIAC
Administration of the U. Sa.DepartGeorgia's 44-man squad was due
teams but came back to down
ment of Agriculutre, in an ot- to
arrivo here this afternoon from
Georgetown 33-6. Murray defeated
licial staternert points out the con- Athens. where
not once this week
the Eagles 7-2 and Western took
nection between world scarcities have the
Bulldogs donned pads in
them 13-6.
of wheat, corn and othrer grains preparation
for Tech.
used as feed for livestock and
Evansville College,
who held
Final limbering-up sessions were
salvaged
used
kitchen fats .11 scheduled for
both the Bulldogs Marshall's position last year, had
American homes. .
and the Engineers, who counted on trouble with the KIAC teams this
"Salvaged fat." says Mr. Gilmer. Fullback Frank
Ziegler and end year as they managed to get a 0-0
'alias taken the place of other leis Jack Griffin to
be in battle gear tie with Western and fell to Murray
and oils. many of which require tomorrow.
In fact, Tech Coach 18-6 and Louisville 20-7,
feed 'grains in their production
Bobby Dodd said his boys were in
Southeastern Louisiana nein with
Behind '.that short sentence is a their best
physical shape since mid- Louisville winning 23-0 and Eastern
whoie agriculturial economy. Hoes October.
fell 30-6 in a one won, one lost
and utter livestock produce a large
Nevertheless. the Bulldogs some- series
portion of the .fats and oils unci how felt the
psychologisel odds
Arkansas State defeated Centre
for food and in industries.
favored them.
Ynsterdal their 45-0 and tted Western 14-14 in the
Many 'fats and oils have specific "B" team upset the
Georgia Tech two games in which the Arkansas
uses as linseed oil for paints, Juniors. 20 to 13, in
the annual team played_
arid varnishes. But, many of tne Scottish Rite Benefit nere.
Non-Conference Game Standings:
.
cia
are
interchannglant
and
fats
industrial
use.
Fats
that
gm
for
in abundant supplies: can be subSTORY—
IN KINFOLK'S
stitued in many instances fur
Florence Stevenson, the 22scarce fats and oils.
Robert
of
niece
year-old
However, the entire world supply
Louis Stevenson. has been
of fats and otis has dwindled eser
the
since the beg nnirev of the second
signed to play a role in
w- orld war due naa excessive demovie."Adventure in SilverStevenmands union fats and oils istuppiles
ado Squatters.- Mis.S
and curtailed oil-seed cro-t3s and
son is a resident Of Mar
livestock prodaction
Vista, near Santa Monica
Therefore, the salvaging of used
California.
kitchen grease in American htnnes
is an important contribution t.
Senindier keeps spinning around the world economy Every pouno
and
nt-n or where it st, ps not of used kttchen fat turned in ti
en he kr,- s
meat dealers augments the ocera't
supply of fats and oils. Used
kitchen fats processed for fndusfrial use make available vitally
needed supplies' or other fats and
o,l's for iithr r purposes. thereby
easing the world-wide shortamt
Used kitchen grease remains waste
until it is sold to meat dealers
and processed for industrial Uss.

Used Fats Vital To
World Food Supplies

r-

r--1

Please make a free heating
tutors in my home.
-Send me descripose
cure on Deko-Heat.

HEATING SURVEY.

tilt/ T At.tt St 'Pill"'"

(lipc°upon and mail toy our
nearest De I t 0. Heat dealer

,To

See Your Local DELCO-HEAT Dealer

HARRY E. JENKINS
Heating and Plumbing Company
Murray, Kentucky

Team
U. of L.
Western Kentucky
Eastern Kentucky
Murray State
Geor etown Col
Centre College
Mort-head State

W
5
2
3
3
2
2
0

L
0
1
2
3
4
5
3

17 18 7 564 639
In team offense the University of
Louisville took top honors witla an
average of 24 1 points per game
Eastern had an 18.3 average, Murray 14.7, Centre 11.5, Georgetown
10.5, Western 9.1. and Morehead 7.5.
Louisville led also in defense
with an average of 7.8 points per
game scored by the opponents.
Eastern was second with 11.0 average. Murray had a 12.8 average,
Georgetown 15.7, Western 17.2, Centre 17.8. and Morehead 20.0.
The highest number of points
scored by a KIAC team was the
40-3 win by Louisville scored in
their game with Wittenburg. Louisville also took second honors with
a 37-0 win over Depauw. Eastern
had a couple of 34 point garnes
with Emery Henry and Morehead. Louisville defeated Washington 33-20 and Centre took Bethel
33-6.
Western. took the worst beating
at the hands of mighty Western
Michigan''toy fell 48-0 Centre

--- -•
-- •
fell to Arkansas State 45-0, and
Murray took a 41-20 defeat at the
hands of Marshall. Marshall also
took Morehead 38-12 and Morehead
fell to Eastern 34-7. Southeastern
Louisiana handed Eastern a 30-6
defeat.
CANCER UNIVEERRiAL
What do you know about cancer?
Do you know, or example, that the
origin of cancer is quite, indivival
and difficult to detect? Every plant,
animal or person is a potential cancer victim from the day of inceptioan to the nnornent of death.

What Kentucky
Farmers
.‘re Doing

nninel that the soybean
nit Inn.% cininty will he
re.; non
s. tarn.: as
.
nnns at Henderson idfcl
‘na•
•
Acc,:d.r.g to F.
.agent .1.1r,es
G ;-,!acey a:falfa
the
ost
partart hay. (rani in Pike
Ft-. 7. : th • Lac', nter
(-1h a as Renard
tinty s canntn:.?
r.,
the ceninrin
fee) na:ots-fo: :the fan',:.y
ef Hainan county
J-it.r.
-, torts !lin* ti
etiiti'ne of red
in a ',ix -acre net I
r • f',',
qua
tinft
In in
i.4.: ( :ay
il
contity
noti nt.at Ks lf, tobacco niie:ded
noainis ;ter ann.. while son'.''
;,jrnt.s.
, cr.77',7-.tett7 failures
'A total of 30.41ai ousheis

AUTOMOBILE and FURNITURE UPHOLSTERING
'Tailor Matte-Seat-Covers:...
Nylon Duck, Fiber, and Woven Plastic
Imitation Leather, all colors
Venetian Blinds ...
We measure your windows.
We install your Blinds, estimates free.
Window Shades...
Made to measure, any size.
Upholstery and Rug Cleaner
Venetian Blind Cleaner

Murray Tent and Awning Co.

A

LEGS, ARMS! ME W I

\\\

V
N

•

Tito Emmett Blavons Co.
Anne,,ca s Outst.and.ng
.Man.lactory — Esiabi,sh•d 1910
Lottawils2,Ky.
540 to Bra* St

TAXI CABS
PHONE 232
DIAMOND TAXI
SERVICE
• ANY TIME:.
• ANY WHERE

The Murray Dark Fired market

for the 1947 tobacco crop will open on

Monday, January 5, 1948

Says Fescue Will
Help Save Grain
Kentucky 31 fescue will do it's
part in Kentucky's grain-saving
program, says Manager B W Fortenbery of the Kentucky Seed Improvement Aesociatitin
"Now is the time for farmers
fully to utilize this valuable pastNo oture plant.- he continues
her pasture plant can play a more
important part in the grain-saving
program in proportion to theamiPee being produced' than this ne v
so-callen wonder grass Hundred'.
att perhaps thousands. of Kentucky
farmers have from small plots to
large acrages of this grass winch
will furnish pasture during the
tirtrning months.
c
-Farmers who are getting the
most value in pasture frorr? Renlucky, 31 Fe4scue are keeping it
grazed closely.' If this is done-, it
that it is palatable to all
tient cf livestock the year-round
nt he' afraid to abusrs.old sIllknes
close grazing It can take it
-ups that were heeded during
't ;gust and had plenty of moisture
give the plants a good start
he grazed this winter. where
• e root system is well established
',nine such crops will furnish corii-rable grating Tr-rrrn
• Auril I and still make seed
• -xt year. if a seed crop is
• nettled "

Not everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to The .Ledger
& Times hut nearly
everybody reads it.
apples were sold by orchardmen
in Russell county.
The highest yields of corn and
iny crops in Pendleton county's
,it year.
,
•
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All loose leaf floors will start (begin) receiving tobacco for the first sale
on MONDAY, December 29th.
Under the present tobacco program there is no necessity for growers
to rush their tobacco to market - since loan advances, or support prices,
will be maintained without change on every grade throughout the selling

•

season.
This is a great program for tobacco producers, and one that should
have the full cooperation of every grower in the dark fired area; and one of
which best results may be obtained by marketing your tobacco in an orderly
manner, by thoughtful and proper classing and CONDITIONING of this
year's crop. This will mean extra dollars to growers for their extra trouble.
er

THE MURRAY MARKET is the largest Dark Fired tobacco market
in the Western District. It also consistently LEADS in highest average
prices paid growers.
Market your tobacco with these floors:

FARRIS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
Flunnie

and Cecil Farris, Mgrs

DORAN LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
A.

F. and T. C. Doran, Mgrs.

GROWERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR

OUTLANDS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
A. G. and J. W. Outland, Mgrs,

PLANTERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR

•

Gus Robertson, Mgr.

Jack Farmer, Mgr,

MURRAY

•
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NO FAVORITE
Cancer plays no favorites, stiiking the prominent as well es the
tomparitively unkown people with
equal force. Some of the better
known victims of cancer are former
mayor LaGuardia of New York
City. General Joseph Stillwell. Senator Bilbo, Walter Johnson and
'a
dietiiie Ain

4,1 W

•

Uni

Tobacco GroViers Of Calloway And Adjoining Counties

SLIP COVER AND DRAPERY MATERIAL

501 Walnut Street

•
•

Announcement To

Al Yost SERVICE in Cities
end Towns from COAST to COAST

If your present heating plant
is inadequate, ask your local
Delco•Heat dealer about replacing it with a Delto-Heat
Boiler or Conditionair—for
steam, hot water or Warm
air heating systems.

KIAC REVIEW

Pts, Opp.
T Se'd Pls.
37
1 160
2 42 82
0 78 50
0 78 97.
78 123
1
92 143
1
2 36 107
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